I propose that the institution under the care of the Trustees be divided into two departments, the one to be called the "Collegiate Institute of N. C." and the other, the University of N. C., the former to be located at Chapel Hill under the charge of a Rector & three Tutors & organized upon the model of the High Schools of Europe & our Northern States — the pupils to be instructed in the studies that are preparatory to the present Junior Class & prepared to undergo a strict examination for admission into the University upon "Latin & Greek" nothing being said of particular portions of particular authors, but the candidates required to read those languages so well as to be ready for an examination on any part of the same, with elementary mathematics, classics & authors.

The discipline of this institution to be distinct from College discipline and adapted to the age of the scholars. I do not conceive it necessary to enter into detail here. My single object would be to have a preparatory school upon the very best plan of the very highest grade.

The University proper I would have located in some town — perhaps the Capital of the State would be preferable to any other — and its officers should consist of four Professors, one of whom should be the President, namely, a Professor of Mathematics & Astronomy — a Prof. of Chemistry & Art: Philosophy — a Prof. of Moral Philosophy & Pol. Economy — a Professor of Useful Letters & Ancient Literature. There should be three Classes in the University; three years are required for a complete course. Students might receive this title as candidates for a de-